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Non-separabilities due to home production break the link between market consumption
and its marginal utility and help explain several stylized facts of the open economy.
In an estimated two-country model with complete asset markets in which home produc-
tion generates a labor wedge that mimics its empirical counterpart, output is more
correlated than consumption across countries, labor inputs and labor wedges are posi-
tively correlated across countries, and relative market consumption is negatively related
to the real exchange rate. Evidence from time use surveys corroborates some of the
predictions of the model.
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1. Introduction

Some international macroeconomists have hypothesized that taste shocks and non-separabilities in preferences may
help explain the low degree of international risk sharing observed in the data. However, whether such features actually
improve our understanding of international business cycles remains an open question, as it has been difficult to interpret,
discipline, and test models with non-separable preferences. In this paper, I propose strategies that help discipline the non-
separability in preferences induced by home production. The implied restrictions on preferences explain a number of
puzzles in open economy macroeconomics.

The model economy is a frictionless international business cycle model in which each country has a market and a home
sector. Goods produced in the home sector and goods purchased in the market sector enter in a non-separable way in the
utility function. In the home sector, consumers produce home goods with home time and capital, as in Benhabib et al.
(1991). Home goods are substitutable to domestic market goods, but they are not tradeable in the market. In the market
sector, firms produce specialized market inputs with market time and capital, as in Backus et al. (1994, 1995). The two
countries trade specialized market inputs and a complete set of financial securities. International business cycles are driven
by productivity shocks in the market and the home sector.
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The first strategy to discipline the non-separability in preferences builds upon a recent literature in the closed economy
that organizes aggregate data in terms of time-varying wedges from the first-order conditions of the neoclassical growth
model. Of particular interest to macroeconomists is the behavior of the “labor wedge,” which is defined as the gap between
the marginal product of labor and the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and market consumption (Parkin, 1988;
Hall, 1997; Shimer, 2009; Karabarbounis, 2014). Under this view, successful models of the business cycle – including
international business cycle models – must be able to generate volatile and countercyclical labor wedges (Chari et al., 2007).

The proposed strategy is to estimate the non-separability in the utility function from the behavior of the labor wedge as
measured in the data. Then, the two-country model is evaluated in terms of its ability to generate business cycles consistent
with stylized facts of the international data. The estimates suggest a high elasticity of substitution between market and
home goods, moderately persistent but volatile productivity shocks in the home sector, and highly correlated productivity
innovations between the home and the market sector. These parameters allow the model to generate a labor wedge which
is as volatile and persistent as the labor wedge measured for several countries. In addition, they allow the model to match
the negative correlation of the labor wedge with output and the positive correlation of the labor wedge with market
productivity observed in the data.

Under the same parameters that restrict moments of the labor wedge in the model to match moments of the labor
wedge in the data, the two-country model is consistent with salient features of international business cycles. The “quantity
anomaly” is that market output correlates more than market consumption across countries (Backus et al., 1994). The model
accounts for the “Backus and Smith (1993) puzzle” which states that the correlation between relative market consumption
and the real exchange rate is negative in the data, but positive and high in most theoretical models. In addition, the model
generates countercyclical real net exports and a positive comovement of labor inputs and labor wedges across countries. It is
important to stress that, contrary to the labor wedge, open economy features of the data are not targeted when estimating
the model. Therefore, matching these features through the endogenous response of the labor wedge validates externally the
home production theory of the labor wedge.

Two key efficiency conditions allow home production to explain international macro-puzzles through endogenous
movements in the labor wedge. The first condition expresses the measured labor wedge as an increasing function of time
spent on home production relative to time spent on leisure. Intuitively, households allocate an increasing fraction of their
time to produce in the home sector in recessions when market consumption and market work are low. Since the two sectors
are substitutes, the increase of the marginal utility of market consumption is smaller than in a model without home
production which explains the increase of the labor wedge during recessions. In a model without home production and
complete asset markets, productivity shocks induce strong wealth effects that imply a negative comovement of labor and
output across countries. By contrast, home production increases the willingness of households to substitute time in
response to productivity shocks, which implies that labor and output correlate positively across countries and more than
market consumption.

The second condition, the Backus and Smith (1993) condition, sets the real exchange rate proportional to the ratio of
marginal utilities of market consumption across countries. Given that home production is substitutable to market
consumption, the Backus–Smith condition implies that countries spending relatively more time on home production tend
to experience real exchange rate depreciations. Therefore, in states in which domestic market consumption is lower than
foreign market consumption, the real exchange rate tends to depreciate because of the increase in relative domestic home
production time.

The second strategy uses evidence from time use surveys to test these two efficiency conditions and to corroborate the
mechanism induced by home production. The lack of long time series on time use categories other than market work hours
is a major challenge in relating non-separabilities in preferences to the labor wedge and to the real exchange rate at business
cycle frequencies. This necessitates an alternative approach that substitutes out changes in home production time and
changes in leisure time with an estimated function of changes in market work time. To do so, I use the recent findings of
Aguiar et al. (2013) who estimate the sensitivity of changes in various time use categories with respect to changes in market
work hours in a panel of U.S. states between 2003 and 2010 from the American Time Use Survey (ATUS).

These micro-level estimates can be used to evaluate the model-implied labor wedge in the data at business cycle
frequencies. The result is that the labor wedge generated by home production tracks closely the measured labor wedge for a
number of countries at business cycle frequencies. Next, I use time use data for various countries and years from the
Multinational Time Use Survey (MTUS) to explore the relationship between cross country differences in changes in labor
wedges and cross country differences in changes in time use. The evidence shows a positive relationship between labor
wedges and time spent on home production. Instead, there is no evidence that a mis-specification of the leisure component
of preferences induces the labor wedge. This finding suggests that it is crucial to differentiate between home production
time and leisure time in testing for non-separabilities in the utility function.

The role of non-separabilities for real exchange rates is evaluated in terms of the residual between the real exchange rate
and the difference of foreign from domestic market consumption scaled by the coefficient of relative risk aversion. As the
Backus–Smith puzzle suggests, this “Backus–Smith residual” is volatile at business cycle frequencies. Substituting out
changes in home production time and changes in leisure time with the estimated function of changes in market work time
allows us to compare the Backus–Smith residual in the data to its model analog. The evidence shows a significant
relationship between the residual from the Backus–Smith condition in the data and its analog in the home production
model for various country pairs.
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Relation to the literature: Collectively, the paper shows how a frictionless model with home production generates both a
low degree of international risk sharing and countercyclical and volatile labor wedges. These results may appear surprising
because typically the low degree of international risk sharing has been related to international asset market frictions.
Similarly, previous research has hypothesized that the labor wedge is related to labor market frictions.

The interpretation of the labor wedge as a time-varying distortion may arise from taxes, markup shocks, shocks in union
bargaining power, and various other labor market frictions. The alternative hypothesis here is that the labor wedge simply
reflects unaccounted for substitution of time between the market and the home sector. Omitting home production affects
the measured rate at which households are willing to substitute leisure for market consumption, implying that the
measured labor wedge increases whenever the percent increase in home production time exceeds the percent increase in
leisure. This condition has been shown to hold by Aguiar et al. (2013) during the U.S. Great Recession, which implies that the
labor wedge is countercyclical to GDP. Importantly, as long as home production time is more elastic than leisure time, the
countercyclical behavior of the labor wedge in the home production model does not rest on the underlying source of
fluctuations.

Hall (2009) develops an approach to explaining cyclical movements of the labor wedge which partly rests on non-
separable preferences. The difference is that here home production provides an alternative time use to market work,
whereas in Hall's model unemployed are spending time at home waiting for job opportunities to come along and are not
increasing their home production materially. The evidence presented in this paper suggests that non-separabilities in the
utility function due to home production (rather than due to leisure) are important for understanding movements in the
labor wedge.

A key result of the analysis is that home production induces labor wedges that rationalize a negative relationship
between real exchange rates and relative market consumption. However, this result also holds in the reverse direction when
domestic and international asset markets are complete. That is, alternative sources of the labor wedge cannot explain the
Backus–Smith puzzle, no matter how well they perform in explaining the labor wedge. With complete asset markets, the
real exchange rate is proportional to the ratio of marginal utilities of market consumption, irrespective of other features of
the economy such as sticky prices, sticky wages, search costs, heterogeneity, and money. This implies that any joint
explanation of labor wedges, real exchange rates, and relative market consumption within the complete markets model
must necessarily operate through non-separabilities in the utility function.

Stockman and Tesar (1995) have introduced non-traded market goods into the international business cycle model. Home
production, a non-traded non-market good, differs crucially from non-traded market goods. As Backus and Smith (1993)
have shown, with complete asset markets the correlation between the real exchange rate and relative market consumption
(a basket of traded market consumption and non-traded market consumption) is positive and high in models with non-
traded market goods. By contrast, the correlation between the real exchange rate and relative market consumption in the
model with home production is negative. This difference arises because the distinctive feature of home production is not
that it cannot be traded internationally, but that it is not traded in the market and hence that its (implicit) price does not
enter into the consumer price index. The mechanism induced by home production also differs from the Harrod–Balassa–
Samuelson (HBS) effect in models with a non-traded market goods sector (e.g. Benigno and Thoenissen, 2008). In the HBS
effect, higher productivity in the traded goods sector appreciates the real exchange rate as the relative price of non-traded
goods increases, while here the real exchange rate is determined exclusively as a function of the terms of trade.

Boileau (1996) shows how a model with a single traded good, international externalities in production, and a home
sector leads to positive comovement in output and employment across countries. Canova and Ubide (1998) have first argued
that home production lowers the cross country correlation of consumption in a model with two traded goods. The impulse
responses shown in Canova and Ubide (1998) imply a positive correlation between the terms of trade (or the real exchange
rate) and domestic over foreign market consumption. Instead, the model here, disciplined by moments of the measured
labor wedge, leads to a negative correlation between the terms of trade and relative market consumption which allows to
explain the Backus–Smith puzzle.

Raffo (2010) shows how investment-specific shocks explain the Backus–Smith puzzle in a model with complete asset
markets, non-separable preferences between market consumption and market work (GHH preferences), and variable
capacity utilization. Apart from the different source of fluctuations, the main difference relative to Raffo's work is the
emphasis on disciplining the source of the non-separability in preferences using the labor wedge and on corroborating the
macro-calibration with evidence from time use surveys at business cycle frequencies and in the cross section of countries.
While Raffo is the first to use GHH preferences in the two-goods class of models, non-separable preferences between
consumption and labor are also prominent in one-good models as they help increase the volatility of consumption and the
countercyclicality of the trade balance. The result in this paper that it is important to distinguish between leisure and home
production in testing for non-separabilities is, therefore, informative for a broad class of models.

2. The model

There are two ex ante symmetric countries, the domestic and the foreign country i¼H; F. The market and the home
sector are denoted by j¼m;n. Time is discrete and the horizon is infinite, t ¼ 0;1;2;…. In each period, the economy
experiences one of the finitely many states st. Denote by st ¼ ðst ;…; s0Þ the history of events up through period t. Let πðst jsrÞ
be the conditional probability measure. As a shortcut, Xt denotes any variable Xðst jst�1Þ.
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Market production: Each country specializes in the production of an intermediate traded good, Yii;t . Household i¼H; F
provides labor services, Nm

i;t , and capital services, Km
i;t�1, to a competitive domestic intermediate goods producer and receives

nominal factor returns Wi;t and ri;t . Intermediate traded goods are produced with a Cobb–Douglas technology:

Yii;t ¼ expðzmi;tÞðKm
i;t�1Þαm ðNm

i;tÞ1�αm ; ð1Þ

where zmi;t is productivity in the market sector and αm is the share of capital in market production. Final goods producers are
competitive. The law of one price holds for intermediate traded goods, so final good producers purchase domestic and
foreign intermediate traded goods at the same prices P1;t and P2;t respectively. Let the foreign intermediate good be the
numéraire good and fix P2ðst jst�1Þ ¼ 1 in every state. In the domestic country, the (non-traded) final good is produced with a
CES technology

YH;t ¼ ða1�ρC
C CρC

HH;tþð1�aCÞ1�ρC CρC
HF;tÞ1=ρC ; ð2Þ

where CHH;t denotes purchases of domestic traded goods and CHF;t denotes purchases of foreign traded goods by the
domestic final good producer. The parameter ϵC ¼ 1=ð1�ρCÞ40 is the elasticity of substitution between domestic and
foreign traded goods. The parameter aC is the steady state income share of the domestic traded good. Preferences are home
biased, aC41=2. Symmetrically, in the foreign country the final good is produced with a CES technology

YF;t ¼ ða1�ρC
C CρC

FF;tþð1�aCÞ1�ρC CρC
FH;tÞ1=ρC ; ð3Þ

where CFF;t denotes purchases of foreign traded goods and CFH;t denotes purchases of domestic traded goods by the foreign
final good producer.

In each country, the final good is sold to domestic households at price Pi;t and is used for market consumption ðCm
i;tÞ or

investment ðIi;tÞ, Yi;t ¼ Cm
i;tþ Ii;t . The market clearing condition in the intermediate goods sector i¼H; F is Yii;t ¼ CHi;tþCFi;t .

Prices: The price of the domestic final good, PH;t , is a weighted average of the price of the two traded goods (and
symmetrically for the price of the foreign final good PF;tÞ

PH;t ¼ ðaCP1� ϵC
1;t þð1�aCÞP1� ϵC

2;t Þ1=ϵC : ð4Þ

Define the real exchange rate as the relative price of foreign market consumption, RERt ¼ PF;t=PH;t . Define the (home)
terms of trade as the relative price of foreign exports, Tt ¼ P2;t=P1;t . Because preferences are home biased ðaC41=2Þ, a
deterioration of the terms of trade (an increase in Tt) causes a real depreciation (an increase in RERt).

This is a term of trade model of real exchange rate determination. The strength of this approach is that the relationship
between relative market consumption and real exchange rates (the Backus–Smith puzzle) reflects fluctuations in the relative
price of traded goods. The perfect correlation of the terms of trade with the real exchange rate in the model need not hold in
the data because price indices also include non-traded market goods prices. However, there are good reasons to abstract
from non-traded market goods. Somewhat similar to the finding of Engel (1999), in my sample the mean correlation
between relative market consumption and the real exchange rate is �0.16, while with the terms of trade it is �0.12. This
implies that the negative correlation between relative market consumption and real exchange rates in the data reflects the
negative correlation between relative market consumption and the terms of trade, rather than movements in non-traded
goods prices. The weakness of this approach is that it implies that the terms of trade is more volatile than the real exchange
rate. More in general, a notable limitation of the model is that it does not explain the volatility of the real exchange rate.
See Chari et al. (2002) and Corsetti et al. (2008) for work that addresses the volatility of the real exchange rate.

Home production: Home production is introduced as in Benhabib et al. (1991) and Greenwood and Hercowitz (1991).
In the home sector, the household good ðCn

i;tÞ is produced according to a Cobb–Douglas technology that combines time in
household activities ðNn

i;tÞ with household capital goods ðKn
i;t�1Þ

Cn
i;t ¼ expðzni;tÞðKn

i;t�1Þαn ðNn
i;tÞ1�αn ; ð5Þ

where zni;t is productivity in the home sector and αn is the share of capital in home production.
Capital accumulation: Capital goods are produced exclusively in the market sector. Households allocate their capital

across the market and the home sector without cost

Iji;t ¼ Kj
i;t�ð1�δÞKj

i;t�1; ð6Þ

for sector j¼m;n and country i¼H; F . The parameter δ is the (common across sectors) rate of capital depreciation. Total
investment in every country equals the sum of investments in the two sectors, Ii;t ¼ Imi;tþ Ini;t .

Households: Household i¼H; F chooses sequences of market consumption, leisure, market work, non-market work,
market capital, non-market capital, and a complete set of securities to maximize the conditional expectation of discounted
sum of utilities

max
fCm

i;t ;Li;t ;N
m
i;t ;N

n
i;t ;K

m
i;t ;K

n
i;t ;fBiðst þ 1jst Þgg1t ¼ r

∑
1

t ¼ r
∑
st jsr

βt� rπðst jsrÞ 1
1�s

UðCiðst jsrÞ; Liðst jsrÞÞ1�s; ð7Þ
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where 0oβo1 is the discount factor and s40 is the risk aversion parameter. In Eq. (7), U denotes a Cobb–Douglas period
utility function which is defined over bundles of aggregate consumption ðCi;tÞ and leisure ðLi;tÞ

UðCi;t ; Li;tÞ ¼ C1�aL
i;t LaLi;t ; ð8Þ

where the parameter aL affects the share of time allocated to leisure. Aggregate consumption (C) is a CES basket of market
goods (Cm) and home goods (Cn)

Ci;t ¼ ½ð1�ahÞðCm
i;tÞρh þahðCn

i;tÞρh �1=ρh ; ð9Þ

where ahA ½0;1� parameterizes the preference for the household good and ϵH ¼ 1=ð1�ρhÞ is the elasticity of substitution
between market and home consumption goods. Leisure (L), market work (Nm), and home work (Nn) exhaust the total
endowment of time:

Li;tþNm
i;tþNn

i;t ¼ 1: ð10Þ

Asset markets are complete. Let Biðstþ1jstÞ denote holdings of a security purchased in state st that pays off one unit of the
numéraire good contingent on the realization of some future state stþ1. Domestic and foreign holdings of these securities
are in zero net supply. Let Q ðstþ1jstÞ be the price of this security. Since all firms earn zero profits, the household's flow
budget constraint is

Pi;tC
m
i;tþPi;t Ii;tþ ∑

st þ 1

Q ðstþ1jstÞBiðstþ1jstÞ ¼Wi;tN
m
i;tþri;tK

m
i;t�1þBiðst jst�1Þ: ð11Þ

Exogenous shocks. The vector of exogenous productivities, Zt ¼ fzmH;t ; zmF ;t ; znH;t ; znF;tg, follows a VAR process:

Zt ¼ RZt�1þϵt ; ð12Þ

where ϵt �Nð0;ΣÞ is a multivariate normal i.i.d. shock and R is the matrix of spillovers.
Competitive equilibrium and solution of the model: The state of the economy at any point of time is summarized by the

vector st�1 ¼ ðZt�1;K
m
H;t�1;K

n
H;t�1;K

m
F;t�1;K

n
F;t�1Þ. For a given state vector, the competitive equilibrium of the model is a set of

decision rules (i.e. quantities and prices) such that (i) in every country households maximize utility subject to the
production function in the home sector (5), the capital accumulation equation (6), the time constraint (10), the budget
constraint (11), and appropriate intertemporal solvency constraints; (ii) in every country intermediate and final goods
producers maximize their profits subject to the feasible technology; (iii) all intermediate goods, final goods, labor, capital,
and asset markets clear. The solution of the model is computed by taking a first-order approximation of the equilibrium
conditions around the non-stochastic symmetric steady state.
3. The labor wedge

This section establishes theoretically and empirically the relationship between home production and the labor wedge.
The (domestic) measured labor wedge τe is defined as the log of the ratio of the value of the marginal product of labor to the
value of the marginal rate of substitution of leisure for market consumption in a model without home production (ah¼0):

exp τeH;t

� �
≔

VMPLH;t
VMRSH;tðah ¼ 0Þ ¼

P1;t

PH;t

MPLH;t
MRSH;t

¼ P1;t

PH;t

ð1�αmÞYHH;t=N
m
H;t

½aLCm
H;t �=½ð1�aLÞð1�Nm

H;tÞ�
; ð13Þ

where the ratio of prices equals P1;t=PH;t ¼ 1=ðaCþð1�aCÞT1� ϵC
t Þ1=ð1� ϵC Þ.

In the denominator of Eq. (13) leisure equals time not spent working in the market ðLH;t ¼ 1�Nm
H;tÞ, as the measured labor

wedge omits the home sector (ah¼0). The terms of trade enters Eq. (13) because in the open economy ðaCo1Þ the price, PH,
of the market consumption good (CH

m
) may differ from the price, P1, of the domestic traded good (YHH). Since for most

countries in the sample the terms of trade are not very cyclical and the share of imports is small, the ratio of prices does not
contribute significantly to the cyclical behavior of the measured labor wedge. Up to the terms of trade term which is
quantitatively unimportant, the expression for the labor wedge in Eq. (13) is identical to that in Chari et al. (2007).

To construct the model-implied analog of the measured labor wedge, consider the labor market in the model of Section
2. The labor market clears when, first, the value of the marginal product of labor equals the wage:

VMPLH;t ¼ P1;tMPLH;t ¼ P1;t 1�αmð ÞYHH;t

Nm
H;t

¼WH;t : ð14Þ

Second, the value of the marginal rate of substitution must equal the wage:

VMRSH;t aha0ð Þ ¼ PH;tMRSLH ;Cm
H
¼ PH;t

aLðCH;tÞρh ðCm
H;tÞ1�ρh

ð1�ahÞð1�aLÞð1�Nm
H;t�Nn

H;tÞ
¼WH;t : ð15Þ
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Combining Eq. (14) with Eq. (15), the model-implied analog of the measured labor wedge is expressed in terms of sectoral
employments and sectoral consumptions. (This condition is similar for both countries and the subscript i¼H; F is omitted.)

exp τtð Þ ¼ 1þ Nn
t

Lt

� �
1þ ah

1�ah

� �
Cn
t

Cm
t

� �ðϵH �1Þ=ϵH" #
: ð16Þ

In a model without home production (ah¼0) we take Cm
t ¼ Ct , Nn

t ¼ Cn
t ¼ 0 and Lt ¼ 1�Nm

t . In this case, the marginal rate
of substitution in the model converges to the measured marginal rate of substitution, and therefore the model-implied labor
wedge is always equal to zero ðτt ¼ 0Þ. Eq. (16) shows how the omission of the home sector ðah40Þ generates a positive
wedge between the measured value of the marginal product and the measured value of the marginal rate of substitution. As
the size of the home sector increases, the model implies a higher labor wedge.

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (16) captures the omission in the measurement of the marginal utility of
leisure. This term arises because the measured labor wedge attributes any non-market time to leisure time ð1�Nm

t ¼ LtÞ,
while in the home production model non-market time may be spent alternatively on home production ð1�Nm

t ¼ LtþNn
t Þ.

The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (16) captures the omission in the measurement of the marginal utility of
market consumption. This term arises because the measured labor wedge does not account for the output of the home
sector Cnt .

To be able to measure the model-implied labor wedge in the data, I express the right-hand side of Eq. (16) solely as a
function of the ratio of time spent on home production to leisure Rt ¼Nn

t =Lt . The first step is to substitute out from Eq. (16)
the output of the home sector Cnt which is unobservable in the data. Using the first-order condition with respect to time
spent on home production, the ratio of consumptions Cn

t =C
m
t can be written as a function of Rt:

Cn
t

Cm
t

� �ðϵH �1Þ=ϵH
¼ 1�ah

ah

� �
aLRt

ð1�aLÞð1�αnÞ�aLRt

� �
: ð17Þ

The second step is to substitute Cn
t =C

m
t from Eq. (17) into Eq. (16). After log-linearizing the resulting expression around some

approximation point (denoted by asterisks), the model-implied labor wedge can be written as

bτ t ¼ ð1þχÞRn

ð1þRnÞðχ�RnÞ

� �bRt ¼
ð1þχÞRn

ð1þRnÞðχ�RnÞ

� � cNn
t �bLt� �

; ð18Þ

where for the labor wedge define bτ t ¼ τt�τn and for any other variable X define bX ¼ logðXtÞ� logðXnÞ. In Eq. (18), χ ¼
ð1�aLÞð1�αnÞ=aL ¼ 1:32 and Rn ¼ 0:72 are calibrated from the quantitative model of Section 4.

The key insight from Eq. (18) is that the labor wedge increases whenever the percent change in home production time
exceeds the percent change in leisure. Therefore, if in recessions households substitute sufficiently toward home production
time, then the labor wedge is countercyclical. The result that home production explains the countercyclical behavior of the
labor wedge does not rest explicitly on the assumed source of fluctuations. The home production theory of the labor wedge
holds in a large class of models, irrespective of whether these models are driven by productivity shocks, demand shocks,
financial shocks or government spending shocks, as long as time spent on home production increases more than time spent
on leisure during recessions.

The rest of this section establishes empirically the relationship between home production time and the labor wedge.
The tests aim to measure in the data the model-implied labor wedge using Eq. (18) and compare it to the measured labor
wedge constructed according to Eq. (13). The first test is conducted at business cycle frequencies for various countries and
the second test is conducted in the cross section of countries.

Quarterly and annual data are collected for 18 countries between 1960 and 2010. Depending on data availability, some of
the analyses below are restricted to a subset of countries and years. The main source of data is the OECD Quarterly and
Annual National Accounts. Real exchange rates are obtained from the Bank of International Settlements. Population,
employment, and hours of market work are taken from Ohanian and Raffo (2012). Tax data are obtained from McDaniel
(2007). Time use data are obtained from the MTUS, which standardizes time use surveys across countries. The MTUS
classifications are close to the ATUS classifications, so the various time use categories are defined similar to Aguiar et al.
(2013).

The measurement of the labor wedge adjusts Eq. (13) to account for income and consumption taxes.1 This adjustment
produces negligible changes in the cyclical properties of the labor wedge for the majority of countries. This implies that
time-varying taxes cannot explain cyclical properties of the labor wedge. However, this adjustment is necessary because the
level of the labor wedge is substantially affected by the presence of taxes. Henceforth, the model-implied labor wedge is
compared to the tax-adjusted labor wedge in the data, i.e. the residual of the measured labor wedge after accounting for
income and consumption taxes.

Other than taxes, measurement of the labor wedge in Eq. (13) requires data on market consumption, total market
hours of work, output, and the terms of trade. The parameters aL, αm, and ϵC do not affect the cyclical properties of
the measured labor wedge (up to a first-order approximation). The values of αm and aL, however, matter for the level of the
1 Specifically, the right-hand side of Eq. (13) is divided by ð1þqcÞ=ð1�qlÞ, where qc denotes the effective tax rate on consumption and ql denotes the
sum of the effective income tax rate and the effective social security tax rate.
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Fig. 1. Labor wedges: data vs. model. Notes: The dashed line is the cyclical component of the measured labor wedge constructed according to Eq. (13), after
adjusting for consumption and income taxes, using data on consumption, output, total market work hours, and the terms of trade. The solid line shows the
cyclical component of the model-implied labor wedge, constructed according to Eq. (18). All series are HP filtered with smoothing parameter equal to 1600.
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labor wedge.2 In Eq. (13), the parameters are set at αm ¼ 0:36 and aL¼0.41 for all countries. The value aL¼0.41 allows the
model to match the observed average share of time spent on leisure.

To measure Eq. (18) at business cycle frequencies, I substitute out the term cNn
t � bLt , for which long time series do not

exist, with a function of the cyclical component of market work hours dNm
t , which is easy to measure in the data. The

sensitivity of changes in home production time and changes in leisure time with respect to changes in market work time is
taken from the micro-level estimates of Aguiar et al. (2013). These estimates imply that one can write the difference cNn

t �bLt
in Eq. (18) as �0:56ndNm

t .3

Fig. 1 compares the cyclical component of the measured labor wedge to the cyclical component of the labor wedge
implied by the home production model for various countries. The figure shows that the model-implied labor wedge tracks
closely the measured labor wedge in the data for most countries. The mean correlation between the two series across 10
countries is 0.66. The labor wedge induced by home production is somewhat less volatile than the labor wedge in the data.
Across 10 countries, the mean standard deviation of the model-implied labor wedge is 65 percent that of the measured
labor wedge. The mean R-squared from a regression of the measured labor wedge on the model-implied labor wedge is 41
percent. Collectively, these estimates support the hypothesis that increases in the labor wedge are related to increases in
home production time at business cycle frequencies.

The second test is based on long-term relationships in the cross section of countries. This exercise is informative because
it uses directly time use data on home production and leisure for various countries and years from the MTUS, instead of
using only U.S. estimates based on the 2003–2010 ATUS sample. Following a difference-in-difference strategy, the difference
between two countries in the change in their measured labor wedge ΔτeH;t�ΔτeF;t is compared to the difference between the
same two countries in the change in their model-implied labor wedge ΔτH;t�ΔτF;t . The correlation between these two
variables is between 0.37 and 0.46 (depending on the definition of home production and hours worked) and is statistically
significant at conventional levels. The Online Appendix presents scatterplots of ΔτeH;t�ΔτeF ;t against ΔτH;t�ΔτF;t for various
definitions of total market hours, home production time, and leisure time.

The home production theory of the labor wedge looks similar to a theory of mis-specified preferences between
consumption and leisure. This is because the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure for utility
functions not of the Cobb–Douglas form will in general differ from the marginal rate of substitution in the Cobb–Douglas
utility function which was used to measure the labor wedge in the data. Similar to the analysis in Section 4, one could then
choose parameters that affect the behavior of the marginal rate of substitution in order to fit cyclical and long-run moments
of the measured labor wedge. Without using data on time use, the labor wedge, while disciplining parameters that govern
the non-separability in preferences, does not identify whether home production or leisure is the relevant source of non-
2 In Eq. (13), the parameter aC is estimated separately for every country. The value of ϵC does not affect either the cyclical properties or the level of the
labor wedge.

3 The estimates in Aguiar et al. (2013) are dNn=dNm ¼ �0:30 and dL=dNm ¼ �0:29. These two estimates are adjusted proportionally to absorb all
changes in market work hours since the model does not include other time uses. The elasticity of home production with respect to market work hours iscNn =dNm ¼ �0:51nðNm=NnÞn ¼ �0:88 and the elasticity of leisure with respect to market work hours is bL=dNm ¼ �0:49nðNm=LÞn ¼ �0:32. Including
child care to home production time would slightly weaken my results since the home production elasticity would increase to �0.75 and the leisure
elasticity to �0.30.
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separability. This equivalence is also related to the well-known fact that models with home production nest models without
home production but with non-separable preferences between consumption and leisure.

Given this identification issue, how does home production differ from leisure in explaining movements in the labor
wedge? The implicit assumption of models with home production is that time spent on home production is more
substitutable to market work time than time spent on leisure. Therefore, modeling home production explicitly matters for
testing and interpreting non-separabilities using time use data. For instance, at business cycle frequencies, Aguiar et al.
(2013) have shown that home production time is roughly three times more elastic than leisure time. As shown above, this
feature of home production makes it successful in explaining cyclical movements of the labor wedge. By contrast, an
explanation of the labor wedge based on non-separable preferences between consumption and leisure would require much
larger cyclical movements of leisure time than found in the U.S. between 2003 and 2010.

The final part of this section presents a test that differentiates between a theory of the labor wedge based on leisure and
a theory based on home production. First, to see the implications of leisure-based explanations for the labor wedge, consider
two popular classes of utility functions:

U1 ¼ ðCmÞðϵL �1Þ=ϵL þLðϵL �1Þ=ϵL
� �ϵL=ðϵL �1Þ

; ð19Þ

U2 ¼ ðCmÞ1� κ�ð1�LÞ1þ1=ϵF ; ð20Þ
where ϵL denotes the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) between consumption and leisure in Eq. (19) and ϵF denotes
the Frisch elasticity of labor supply in Eq. (20). The utility function U2 nests the GHH utility function (when κ¼0) and the
log-separable utility function that satisfies conditions for balanced growth (when κ-1). In all utility functions, parameters
not essential for the argument are fixed to unity. Under these utility functions, the model-implied labor wedge becomes

cτ1;t p ϵL�1
ϵL

� �bLt � ϵL�1
ϵL

� �cCm
t ; ð21Þ

cτ2;t p ϵF ð1�LnÞ�Ln

ϵF ð1�LnÞ

� �bLt � 1�κð ÞcCm
t : ð22Þ

The test compares the model-implied labor wedge under the home production explanation in Eq. (18) to the model-
implied labor wedge under leisure-based explanations in Eqs. (21) and (22). In the home production explanation, the labor
wedge decreases in leisure, conditional on home production time. In the leisure explanation, the labor wedge must increase
in leisure, conditional on market consumption. While I have considered two specific utility functions for illustrative reasons,
the condition that leisure is positively related to the labor wedge is intuitive and should restrict any utility function. If leisure
was not positively related to the labor wedge, then any leisure-based explanation would fail to generate countercyclical
labor wedges. So here it is assumed that ϵL41, i.e. that leisure and consumption are substitutes as in Hall (2009).

The Online Appendix presents scatterplots that relate changes in home production time and changes in leisure time to
changes in the measured labor wedge in the cross section of countries. The unconditional relationship between home
production time (with or without child care) and the measured labor wedge is positive, while the unconditional relationship
between leisure time (with or without sleeping) and the measured labor wedge is negative. The following regressions allow
us to test conditional relationships

ΔΔτei;t ¼ ð�0:386ÞΔΔ log Li;tþð�0:158ÞΔΔ log Cm
i;t ;

½�0:662; �0:110� ½�0:357;0:042�

ΔΔτei;t ¼ ð�0:299ÞΔΔ log Li;tþðþ0:242ÞΔΔ log Nn
i;t ;

½�0:586; �0:011� ½0:002;0:481�

where the double difference operator denotes differencing across time and across countries with time use surveys belonging
to the same cross section and the brackets denote 90 percent confidence intervals for estimated coefficients. These results
favor the home production theory of the labor wedge, as opposed to explanations based on leisure. This is an important
finding because various models use non-separable preferences between consumption and leisure to increase the volatility of
macroeconomic aggregates at business cycle frequencies. In practice, differentiating between home production and leisure
makes a difference for testing and interpreting such non-separabilities.

4. Labor wedges and international real business cycles

Having established the relationship between the labor wedge and home production theoretically and empirically, this
section explores implications of non-separable preferences with home production for international business cycles.
The strategy is to estimate the parameters of the home sector to match moments of the labor wedge and then test
whether the two-country model generates business cycles with properties that mimic those observed in the data.



Table 1
Stylized facts, 1971(1)–2007(4).

Moments Mean Median Minimum Maximum U.S.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

A. Labor wedge moments
sdðτHÞ=sdðyHÞ 1.26 1.24 0.92 1.52 1.15
corrðτH ; yHÞ �0.22 �0.24 �0.68 0.22 �0.68
corrðτH ; zmH Þ 0.17 0.21 �0.27 0.49 �0.27
corrðτH ; τH;�1Þ 0.69 0.69 0.56 0.87 0.87
τnH 1.36 1.34 1.28 1.55 1.28

B. Closed economy moments
sdðcHÞ=sdðyHÞ 1.03 1.03 0.78 1.27 0.83
sdðiHÞ=sdðyHÞ 3.18 3.15 2.26 4.28 2.84
sdðempHÞ=sdðyHÞ 0.94 0.92 0.69 1.70 0.93
corrðcH ; yH Þ 0.67 0.67 0.34 0.91 0.86
corrðiH ; yHÞ 0.72 0.77 �0.05 0.95 0.95
corrðempH ; yH Þ 0.58 0.61 0.18 0.87 0.87

C. Open economy moments
sdðttH Þ=sdðyH Þ 2.29 1.73 0.99 4.57 1.71
sdðiqrtyHÞ=sdðttHÞ 1.72 1.54 0.85 3.68 1.48
corrðttH ; yHÞ �0.06 �0.02 �0.52 0.40 �0.17
corrðnxqtyH ; yH Þ �0.27 �0.30 �0.76 0.21 �0.45
corrðyH ; yF Þ 0.30 0.33 0.10 0.44 0.37
corrðcH ; cF Þ 0.18 0.22 0.03 0.29 0.24
corrðiH ; iF Þ 0.23 0.25 0.00 0.37 0.25
corrðempH ; empF Þ 0.24 0.28 0.03 0.36 0.32
corrðzH ; zF Þ 0.15 0.16 �0.06 0.33 0.33
corrðτH ; τF Þ 0.12 0.15 �0.10 0.22 0.14
corrðtt; cH=cF Þ �0.12 �0.10 �0.42 0.07 �0.21
corrðrer; cH=cF Þ �0.16 �0.12 �0.62 0.06 �0.19

Notes: y, c, i emp, iqrty, nxqty, z, τ, tt, and rer denote market output, market consumption, total investment, total market work hours, import ratio in constant
prices, net exports in constant prices divided by GDP, market productivity, labor wedge, terms of trade, and real exchange rate. An asterisk denotes mean
values in the sample. All variables (except for means) denote deviations from their trends. Trends are computed with the HP filter, using a smoothing
parameter of 1600. The variables nxqty, z, and τ are in levels, and all other variables are in logs. The statistics are computed for 18 countries. Countries with
missing data for some statistic are not dropped from the sample when computing other statistics. The subscript i¼H; F denotes the country.
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4.1. Stylized facts

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the sample period between 1971(1) and 2007(4).4 The upper panel presents
moments of the labor wedge which are used to estimate the structural model. The lower panels present various other closed
economy and open economy moments which are not used to estimate the model. Variables are logged and HP filtered with
a smoothing parameter of 1600. The columns present the mean estimate of each statistic across countries, the median
estimate, the minimum and the maximum value, and the U.S. estimate.

As the table shows, the labor wedge is more volatile than output, which implies a high elasticity of substitution between
the market and the home sector. The labor wedge is positively autocorrelated. The mean contemporaneous correlation of
the labor wedge with output across countries is �0.25. The U.S. is a clear outlier here, having the most countercyclical and
the most autocorrelated labor wedge. The fact that the labor wedge is not very countercyclical implies an important role for
productivity shocks in the home sector. This is because productivity shocks in the home sector induce workers to spend
more time on the home sector, leading to an increase in the labor wedge. However, these type of shocks do not affect much
measured GDP, as not only reduced market work but also reduced leisure absorb increases in home production. As a result,
productivity shocks in the home sector lower in the absolute value the correlation of the labor wedge with output.

The labor wedge is on average positively correlated with market productivity. This may initially appear surprising
because higher market productivity induces workers to increase market time and decrease time spent on home production,
leading to a decrease in the labor wedge. In the context of the model, this conditional relationship can be overturned on
average, if productivity disturbances in the market and the home sector are positively correlated.

To summarize important features of the international data, output and employment are more correlated across countries
than consumption and investment and all correlations are positive.5 The difficulty of the standard international business
4 The sample period is chosen to balance the trade-off between longer time series and larger number of countries represented in statistics. 18 countries
are included in at least one statistic: Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United States. At least 10 countries are included in every statistic. When estimating the model, the sample is
restricted to those 10 countries.

5 To compute these correlations, for each country I first estimate the mean correlation across all its bilateral correlations. Columns 1 and 2 show the
mean and the median across countries of the mean correlation.



Table 2
Parameter values.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

A. Fixed parameters
ϵC 1.500 aC 0.850
aL 0.410 αm 0.360
αn 0.080 β 0.990
s 2.000 δ 0.025
ρzmi ;zmi

0.906 ρzmi ;zmj
0.088

100ns1=2ϵm
i
;ϵm
i

0.852 corrðϵmi ; ϵmj Þ 0.258

Parameter Mean Standard error [5th, 95th]

B. Estimated parameters
ϵH 3.931 0.670 [2.947,5.141]
ah 0.658 0.006 [0.647,0.667]
ρzni ;z

n
i

0.795 0.034 [0.742,0.851]

100ns1=2ϵn
i
;ϵn
i

1.374 0.162 [1.163,1.648]

corrðϵmi ; ϵni Þ 0.661 0.075 [0.524,0.780]

Notes: ϵC is the elasticity of substitution between traded goods; aC is the preference parameter in the traded goods aggregator; aL
is the Cobb–Douglas exponent on leisure; αm is the share of capital in the production of market output; αn is the share of capital
in the production of home output; β is the discount factor; s is the relative risk aversion parameter in the utility function; δ is the
depreciation parameter in the capital accumulation equation; ρzmi ;zmi

is the persistence parameter for productivity in the market
sector; ρzmi ;zmj

is the spillover parameter for productivity in the home sector; 100ns1=2ϵm
i
;ϵm
i

is the percent standard deviation of
market productivity; corrðϵmi ; ϵmj Þ is the cross-country correlation of innovations in market productivity; ϵH is the elasticity of
substitution between market and home goods; ah is the preference parameter in the consumption aggregator; ρzn

i
;zn
i
is the

persistence parameter for productivity in the home sector; 100ns1=2ϵni ;ϵ
n
i
is the percent standard deviation of the productivity shock

in the home sector; corrðϵmi ; ϵni Þ is the cross-sector correlation of innovations in productivity. All other parameters in matrices R
and Σ in the VAR process (12) are equal to zero. The subscript i¼H; F denotes the country and the superscript j¼m;n denotes
the sector.
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cycle model to match these regularities constitutes the “quantity anomaly.” Note also that the labor wedge is positively
correlated across countries, but less so than output. Other well-documented features of the data are that both current-price
and constant-price (real) net exports are countercyclical.6 The import ratio, CHF=CHH , is more volatile than the terms of trade,
which implies that the elasticity of substitution between traded goods ϵC must exceed one. The negative relationship
between real exchange rates and relative market consumption observed in the data is the “Backus–Smith puzzle.”7
4.2. Estimation

The estimated structural parameters of the home sector are given by

θ¼ ðϵH ; ah; ρzni ;zni ; sϵni ;ϵni ; sϵmi ;ϵni Þ; ð23Þ

where ϵH is the elasticity of substitution between market and home goods, ah is the preference parameter for household
goods in the consumption aggregator (9), ρzni ;zni denotes the persistence of productivity in the home sector, sϵni ;ϵni denotes the
variance of the productivity shock in the home sector, and sϵmi ;ϵni denotes the covariance of productivity innovations in the
home and the market sector. The two countries i¼H; F are symmetric in all parameters. Parameters other than the ones
estimated are fixed to values shown in Panel A of Table 2 (these are called “fixed parameters”). To isolate the contribution of
home production to explaining international business cycles, the values of the fixed parameters are taken from Backus et al.
(1994). Parameters are estimated to minimize the distance between simulated moments of the model and their analogs in
6 Current-price and constant-price net exports relative to GDP are defined as NXt ¼ ðP1;tCFH;t�P2;tCHF;t Þ=ðP1;tYHH;t Þ and NXQTYt ¼ ðCFH;t�CHF;t Þ=ðYHH;t Þ in
the model. Consistent with Raffo (2008), the terms of trade in the model is weakly procyclical and, therefore, the countercyclicality of current-price net
exports is mostly due to changes in quantities rather than due to changes in prices.

7 Market consumption Cm
i;t in the data is private final consumption for households and investment Ii;t ¼ Imi;tþ Ini;t is gross fixed capital formation. This is

consistent with Backus and Smith (1993), in that market consumption in the data should include both traded and non-traded market goods, even though
the model does not consider the latter. While one could potentially differentiate between private consumption of non-durables and services (which clearly
belong to market consumption) and private consumption of durables (which could be included in non-market investment), quarterly data on durables exist
for few countries only. Classifying durables as investment instead of consumption should not change the cross-country correlation of consumption and
investment much because estimates for these correlations with my imperfect consumption and investment definitions are close to each other. On the other
hand, excluding durables from consumptionwill decrease the volatility of consumption, which makes more difficult for the model to match the volatility of
the labor wedge.



Table 3
Model results.

Moments Data mean Model mean Model [5,95] ah¼0 (BKK) sϵn
i
;ϵn
i
¼ sϵm

i
;ϵm
i

ϵH ¼ 2:5 sϵm
i
;ϵn
i
¼ 0 ρzni ;z

n
i
¼ 0:995

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

A. Labor wedge
sdðτHÞ=sdðyHÞ 1.26 1.26 [1.21,1.31] 0.00 0.80 0.82 1.35 1.39
corrðτH ; yHÞ �0.22 �0.22 [�0.26,�0.17] — �0.40 �0.02 �0.70 �0.43
corrðτH ; zmH Þ 0.17 0.17 [0.13,0.21] — �0.14 0.16 �0.40 0.19
corrðτH ; τH;�1Þ 0.69 0.69 [0.69,0.69] — 0.74 0.67 0.71 0.80
τnH 1.36 1.36 [1.36,1.37] 0.00 1.35 1.36 1.35 1.35

B. Closed economy
sdðcHÞ=sdðyHÞ 0.91 1.00 [0.95,1.07] 0.53 0.70 0.75 1.11 0.94
sdðiHÞ=sdðyHÞ 2.74 3.32 [3.24,3.39] 3.15 2.94 3.38 2.33 2.40
sdðempHÞ=sdðyHÞ 0.88 0.70 [0.66,0.74] 0.25 0.68 0.57 0.84 0.89
corrðcH ; yH Þ 0.70 0.38 [0.35,0.41] 0.89 0.58 0.33 0.77 0.65
corrðiH ; yHÞ 0.78 0.77 [0.75,0.79] 0.92 0.87 0.86 0.75 0.92
corrðempH ; yH Þ 0.64 0.93 [0.92,0.94] 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.82

C. Open economy
sdðttH Þ=sdðyH Þ 2.21 0.32 [0.28,0.37] 0.34 0.27 0.35 0.21 0.67
sdðiqrtyHÞ=sdðttHÞ 1.56 1.50 [1.50,1.50] 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
corrðttH ; yHÞ �0.01 0.32 [0.30,0.35] 0.48 0.37 0.43 0.21 0.09
corrðnxqtyH ; yH Þ �0.26 �0.28 [�0.32,�0.23] �0.48 �0.39 �0.36 �0.52 �0.24
corrðyH ; yF Þ 0.41 0.51 [0.39,0.64] 0.16 0.45 0.34 0.29 0.36
corrðcH ; cF Þ 0.24 0.24 [0.09,0.40] 0.87 0.50 0.31 0.06 �0.28
corrðiH ; iF Þ 0.31 �0.04 [�0.13,0.05] �0.55 �0.09 �0.23 �0.08 �0.12
corrðempH ; empF Þ 0.27 0.59 [0.38,0.80] �0.57 0.56 0.36 0.23 0.28
corrðzH ; zF Þ 0.21 0.30 [0.30,0.30] 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
corrðτH ; τF Þ 0.12 0.14 [0.02,0.29] – 0.36 0.11 0.03 �0.22
corrðtt; cH=cF Þ �0.11 �0.44 [�0.56,�0.31] 0.91 �0.06 �0.33 �0.17 �0.80
corrðrer; cH=cF Þ �0.08 �0.44 [�0.56,�0.31] 0.91 �0.06 �0.33 �0.17 �0.80

Notes: y, c, i emp, iqrty, nxqty, z, τ, tt, and rer denote market output, market consumption, total investment, total market work hours, import ratio in constant
prices, net exports in constant prices divided by GDP, market productivity, labor wedge, terms of trade, and real exchange rate. An asterisk denotes mean
values in the sample. All variables (except for means) denote deviations from their trends. Trends are computed with the HP filter, using a smoothing
parameter of 1600. The variables nxqty, z, and τ are in levels, and all other variables are in logs. The subscript i¼H; F denotes the country. The estimated
empirical means in column 1 differ slightly from the means presented in column 1 of Table 1 because countries with missing observations between 1971(1)
and 2007(4) are dropped from the sample when estimating the model.
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the data

θS ¼ arg min
θAΘ

½MT �MTSðθ; ϵÞ�0W ½MT �MTSðθ; ϵÞ�; ð24Þ

where W is a five-by-five positive definite weighting matrix, MT denotes empirical moments, MTS denotes model-generated
moments under some parameter θ and shocks ϵ, T¼148 denotes the sample size, and S¼300 denotes the length of the
simulation. In the objective function (24), MT includes the volatility of the labor wedge, its contemporaneous correlation
with output and market productivity, its autocorrelation, and its mean sample value. The Online Appendix discusses further
details of the estimation.

4.3. Model results

Table 2 (Panel B) presents statistics from the distribution of estimated parameters (means, standard deviations, and 5th
and 95th percentile values over 200 Monte Carlo simulations). Table 3 presents various moments. Column 1 of Table 3
presents the mean value of each moment in the data, column 2 presents the mean value of each moment in the model
(across 200 simulations), and column 3 presents 5th and 95th percentile values of each moment. Column 4 of the table
presents moments in the model without home production, as in Backus et al. (1994). Finally, columns 5–8 present moments
under different values of estimated parameters.

The contribution of home production to explaining international business cycles can be seen by comparing column 2 to
column 4 of Table 3 (panel C). When the parameters that govern the behavior of the home sector are estimated to generate a
labor wedge with moments similar to those observed in the data (panel A), the model performs significantly better than the
workhorse international business cycle model. As in Benhabib et al. (1991), the home production model also performs better
than the workhorse real business cycle model with respect to various closed economy statistics. This is shown in Panel B
of Table 3.

Focusing on panel C of Table 3 which shows open economy moments not targeted during the estimation, there are a
number of interesting differences between the model with home production and the model without home production.
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As in the data, output correlates more than market consumption across countries in the model with home production.
By contrast, in the model without home production, market consumption correlates significantly more than output across
countries. Market work is positively and highly correlated across countries in the model with home production, whereas it is
negatively correlated across countries in the model without home production. Total investment is uncorrelated across
countries in the model with home production, but it is negatively correlated in the model without home production.
In addition, the model with home production generates a realistic comovement of the labor wedge across countries.

To understand these differences, Fig. 2 plots responses of each country's market consumption, market work, leisure, and
non-market work when market productivity in the home country zmH increases by one percent. In the model without home
production, risk sharing ensures that consumption increases are highly correlated across countries. In the home country,
labor increases reflecting the increase in the wage induced by higher market productivity. Labor in the foreign country,
however, decreases which induces a negative comovement of labor inputs across countries. As it is well-known, when a
positive market productivity shock hits the home country, the foreign country experiences a positive wealth effect which
tends to depress the labor input (see e.g. Baxter and Crucini, 1995). In the model without home production, this wealth
effect on foreign labor dominates any substitution effects from wage, interest rate, and relative price of traded goods move-
ments. In turn, the negative correlation of labor inputs lowers the correlation of output across countries. Output is positively
but weakly correlated across countries due to productivity spillovers and correlated market productivity innovations.

By contrast, substitution effects become more important in the model with home production under a high elasticity of
substitution between market and home goods ϵH ¼ 3:93. In response to a positive market productivity shock in the home
country, home market consumption and labor increase by more than in the model without home production as households
substitute time and expenditure from the non-market to the market sector. The fact that market consumption becomes
more responsive in the home country implies a lower correlation of market consumption across countries. In addition,
foreign labor also increases as the substitution from non-market to market time induced by higher wage, interest rate, and
relative prices now dominates the tendency of households to work less because of their increased wealth. Therefore, labor
and output become highly correlated across countries.

Further, as Fig. 2 shows, in both countries time spent on home production decreases more in percent terms than time
spent on leisure. Since the cyclical component of the labor wedge is proportional to the difference between the cyclical
components of home production time and leisure, both countries experience a decrease in their labor wedge. Therefore,
conditional on market productivity shocks, labor wedges are positively correlated across countries.8

While investment is positively correlated across countries in the data, the model without home production generates a
negative investment correlation. Instead, the model with home production implies nearly uncorrelated investment across
countries. This difference can be understood by recalling the difference in the response of market labor in the two models.
In the model without home production, foreign households work less in response to a positive market productivity shock in
8 In the data, the correlation of the labor wedge across countries is positive but low. The model succeeds in matching this fact because a productivity
shock znH in the home sector of the domestic country increases significantly the domestic labor wedge but does not affect much the foreign labor wedge.
Therefore, the unconditional correlation of the labor wedge across countries is positive but relatively low.
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the home country. The lower foreign labor decreases the foreign marginal product of capital and diminishes the incentive to
invest capital in the foreign country. By contrast, in the model with home production, foreign labor increases in response to
a positive market productivity shock in the home country. Even though the increase in foreign labor is not strong enough to
induce a positive comovement of total investment, home production improves the performance of the model along this
dimension. As discussed in more detail in the Online Appendix, increasing the persistence of market productivity shocks
generates a positive comovement of investment across countries in the model with home production, but not in the model
without home production.

In the model with home production, the correlation between real exchange rates and relative market consumption is
negative which explains the Backus and Smith (1993) puzzle. This correlation is, however, close to one in the model without
home production. To understand this difference, consider the key efficiency condition under complete asset markets that
sets the ratio of the marginal utilities of market consumption proportional to the real exchange rate

UCm
F
ðCm

F;t ;C
n
F;t ; LF ;tÞ

UCm
H
ðCm

H;t ;C
n
H;t ; LH;tÞ

pRERt ≔
PF;t

PH;t
: ð25Þ

Consider a decrease in domestic market consumption, Cm
H;t , for instance due to a negative market productivity shock in

the home country. In the model without home production, the marginal utility of market consumption depends mostly on
market consumption. Therefore, the domestic marginal utility increases and the real exchange rate appreciates. As a result,
relative (domestic over foreign) market consumption is positively correlated with the real exchange rate. While leisure
breaks the perfect correlation between relative market consumption and real exchange rates, the non-separability induced
by leisure is not sufficiently strong and the Backus–Smith correlation remains higher than 0.9.

In the model with home production, when domestic market consumption is low, households direct an increasing fraction
of their non-market time to home production (increase in Cn

H;t). Because the two goods are substitutes, the marginal utility
of market consumption does not increase as much as in the model without home production. In other words, the
endogenous increase in home production acts as a taste shock which keeps the domestic marginal utility of market
consumption relatively low. In this case, Eq. (25) implies that the real exchange rate need not appreciate much when
domestic market consumption is relatively low.

The sign and magnitude of the correlation between the real exchange rate and relative market consumption depends on
a host of factors, such as the elasticity of substitution between market and home consumption, the size of the home sector,
the source of the shock, and its correlation with other sectoral or country shocks. Under the parameters estimated to match
moments of the labor wedge, the mean correlation between relative market consumption and the real exchange rate is
�0.44. Below I examine the sensitivity of this result to alternative parameterizations. Section 5 takes the efficiency
condition (25) to the data and shows that home production explains to some extent the relationship between relative
market consumption and real exchange rates.

The model with home production generates countercyclical real net exports. In that respect, the results here differ from
the results in the one-good model with endogenous incomplete markets of Kehoe and Perri (2002) and the results in the
two-good model with financial autarky of Heathcote and Perri (2002). Both papers show that restrictions in international
lending and borrowing help increase the cross country correlation of employment, investment, and output relative to the
cross country correlation of consumption. However, in the first case the trade balance is procyclical and in the second case
trade is always balanced. The model with home production matches cross country correlations in quantities closer than the
benchmark model of Backus et al. (1994, 1995), while generating countercyclical trade balances in the complete markets
environment. This is because the improvement in cross country correlations reflects stronger substitution effects induced by
home production, rather than frictions in international asset markets.

The calibrated value of the elasticity of substitution between traded goods ϵC ¼ 1:5 implies that the volatility of the
import ratio relative to the volatility of the terms of trade matches closely its mean value in the data. Simulations available
in the Online Appendix show that the results described above are robust to reasonable variations in the value of ϵC . In that
respect, my results differ from Corsetti et al. (2008), who explain the low degree of international risk sharing in a model
with incomplete asset markets and either very low or very high values of ϵC .

To understand what features of the labor wedge help improve the open economy dimensions of the model, columns 5–8
of Table 3 present moments for alternative values of estimated parameters. In column 5 of Table 3, I set the variance
of the shock in the home sector sϵni ;ϵni equal to the variance of the shock in the market sector sϵmi ;ϵmi . Under less volatile
home production shocks, the model-implied labor wedge is slightly less than two-third as volatile as the labor wedge
in the data. This change also generates a labor wedge that is more negatively correlated with output and market
productivity in the model. Thus, volatile shocks in the home sector reflect, in part, the low in magnitude correlation between
the labor wedge and output and the positive unconditional correlation between the labor wedge and market productivity.
Under sϵni ;ϵni ¼ sϵmi ;ϵmi , the model still generates a negative correlation between real exchange rates and relative market
consumption, a relatively low correlation of market consumption across countries, and a high correlation of labor inputs
across countries.

In column 6 of Table 3, the elasticity of substitution between market and home goods ϵH is set to 2.5. This is lower than
the mean estimated value of 3.93 in column 2. While Benhabib et al. (1991) set this elasticity equal to 5 in their most
preferred specification, Aguiar et al. (2011) estimate that a value of roughly ϵH ¼ 2:5 is consistent with reallocations of
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market work hours to home production time and leisure time in the U.S. between 2003 and 2010.9 Under ϵH ¼ 2:5, the
model-implied labor wedge is two-third as volatile as the labor wedge in the data. This result is consistent with the business
cycle results of Section 3. This is because, when feeding estimates of Aguiar et al. (2013) into the model, the labor wedge was
found to be 65 percent as volatile as the labor wedge in the data. Further, under ϵH ¼ 2:5, the model still generates a negative
correlation between real exchange rates and relative market consumption, a relatively low correlation of market
consumption across countries, and a high correlation of labor inputs across countries.

In column 7 of Table 3, the correlation between market and home productivity shocks is lowered from roughly 0.66 at
the baseline estimates to zero. When shocks in the two sectors are uncorrelated, the labor wedge becomes more volatile but,
similar to lowering the volatility of home production shocks, the labor wedge becomes more countercyclical and negatively
correlated with market productivity. Under sϵmi ;ϵni ¼ 0, the model still generates a negative correlation between real exchange
rates and relative market consumption, a relatively low correlation of market consumption across countries, and a high
correlation of labor inputs across countries.

In column 8 of Table 3, the persistence of home productivity shocks ρzni ;z
n
i
is set to 0.995. This change produces, again,

more countercyclical labor wedges in the model. Under this higher value, the model-implied labor wedge becomes more
volatile than in the data. Now the model with home production differs even more from the standard model along its open
economy predictions. The correlation between real exchange rates and relative market consumption is close to negative
one and market consumption is negatively correlated across countries. At the same time, the model still generates a
positive comovement of labor and output across countries. However, labor wedges become negatively correlated across
countries.

5. Real exchanges rates and time use

This section presents evidence on the relationship between real exchange rates, relative market consumption, and the
allocation of time. Log-linearizing the Backus–Smith condition in a model without leisure and home production in the utility
function yields

dRER t ¼ dUCm
F;t
� dUCm

H;t
¼ sðdCm

H;t �dCm
F;t Þ: ð26Þ

Under separable preferences, real exchange depreciations are proportional to relative market consumption changes. This
condition has been tested extensively in open economy macroeconomics, with the typical finding being that real exchange
rates do not correlate highly with relative market consumption. To quantify the Backus–Smith puzzle, let the change in the
measured “Backus–Smith residual” be defined as

dBSRe

t≔dRER t�sðdCm
H;t �dCm

F;t Þ: ð27Þ
In the model with home production, the Backus–Smith residual will in general not be equal to zero. To derive the model-

implied Backus–Smith residual, write the marginal utility of market consumption for the home country as

UCm
H;t

¼ ð1�aLÞð1�ahÞU1�s
H;t

Cm
H;t

 !
Cm
H;t

CH;t

 !ðϵH �1Þ=ϵH
: ð28Þ

Using the functional forms for the consumption aggregator CH;t and the utility function UH;t , the log-linearized version of the
marginal utility of market consumption in Eq. (28) becomes

dUCm
H;t

¼ �χ1
dCm
H;t �χ2dLH;t �χ3dRH;t ; ð29Þ

where RH;t ¼Nn
H;t=LH;t denotes the home production to leisure time ratio and asterisks denote approximation points.10

Finally, using the model's condition dRER t ¼ dUCm
F;t
� dUCm

H;t
, the change in the model-implied Backus–Smith residual dBSR t is

given by

dBSR t ¼ ðχ1�sÞðdCm
H;t �dCm

F;t Þþχ2ðdLH;t � cLF;t Þþχ3ðdRH;t �dRF ;t Þ: ð30Þ
When aL¼0, that is when leisure does not enter into the utility function (or enters in a separable way from market
consumption), and when ah ¼ Rn ¼ 0, that is when there is no home production in the model, the change in the model-
implied Backus–Smith residual is equal to zero. This is because the Backus–Smith condition under separable preferences
holds exactly in the model. If non-separable preferences explain failures of the Backus–Smith condition, then we should
see a positive relationship between the model-implied Backus–Smith residual as measured by Eq. (30) and the residual as
measured in the data by the standard condition (27).

Two issues need to be resolved before taking Eq. (30) to the data. First, as with the labor wedge, a challenge to
testing implications of non-separabilities for real exchange rates is that consistent and long time series on home
9 McGrattan et al. (1997) estimate an ϵH of slightly less than 2, Chang and Schorfheide (2003) estimate an ϵH of roughly 2.3, and Rupert et al. (1995)
estimate an ϵH of roughly 1.8.

10 The coefficients in Eq. (29) are given by χ1 ¼ 1þð1�aLÞðs�1Þ, χ2 ¼ aLðs�1Þ, and χ3 ¼ ð1�ϵHð1�aLÞð1�sÞ=ðϵH�1ÞÞðRn=ðχ�RnÞÞ.



Table 4
Backus–Smith residuals: data vs. model.

Case Correlation Relative Std. Dev. R-squared

A. Real exchange rates
s¼1 0.12 0.17 0.06
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 2 0.28 0.40 0.13
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 5 0.49 0.77 0.27
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 2 0.30 0.36 0.14
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 5 0.52 0.66 0.30
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 2 0.30 0.34 0.14
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 5 0.54 0.62 0.31

B. Terms of trade
s¼1 0.23 0.31 0.08
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 2 0.44 0.61 0.22
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 5 0.59 0.91 0.36
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 2 0.46 0.54 0.23
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 5 0.63 0.78 0.41
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 2 0.47 0.52 0.24
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 5 0.65 0.73 0.43

C. Without nominal exchange rates
s¼1 0.17 0.35 0.06
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 2 0.39 0.69 0.18
ϵH ¼ 2; s¼ 5 0.58 0.99 0.35
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 2 0.41 0.61 0.19
ϵH ¼ 3; s¼ 5 0.62 0.85 0.40
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 2 0.41 0.59 0.20
ϵH ¼ 4; s¼ 5 0.64 0.80 0.42

Notes: The table compares the measured Backus–Smith residual, constructed according to Eq. (27), to the model-implied Backus–Smith residual
constructed according to Eq. (30). The first column presents the correlation between the two series, the second column presents the standard deviation of
the model-implied residual relative to the standard deviation of the residual in the data, and the third column presents the R-squared from a regression of
the residual in the data on the residual in the model. All values denote means across 45 bilateral exchange rates (10 countries). Panel A presents statistics
for the measured Backus–Smith residual, constructed to Eq. (27), which uses the real exchange rate. As discussed in the text, panel B adjusts the real
exchange rate to reflect only terms of trade movements and panel C removes the influence of nominal exchange rates from real exchange rates. All series
are HP filtered with smoothing parameter equal to 1600.
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production time and leisure time are not available for any country. Once again, for the business cycle analysis, the results
of Aguiar et al. (2013) allow to set cRi;t ¼ �0:56ndNm

i;t and cLi;t ¼ �0:32ndNm
i;t in order to construct the model-implied Backus–

Smith residual.
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Second, movements in the real exchange rate in the model are solely because of terms of trade movements and the
model abstracts from any nominal factors. Therefore, in addition to the residual as measured by Eq. (27), I consider two
adjustments. The first adjustment is to test directly whether the model predicts terms of trade movements. Since in the
model we have dRER t ¼ ð2aC�1ÞbT t , define the measured Backus–Smith residual as dBSRe

t≔ð2aC�1ÞbT t�sðdCm
H;t �dCm

F;t Þ. The
second adjustment takes out the influence of nominal exchange rates (which are very volatile) and defines the Backus–
Smith residual in the data as dBSRe

t≔dRER t� dNER t�sðdCm
H;t �dCm

F;t Þ, where dNER t denotes the change in the bilateral nominal
exchange rate. These two adjustments are especially important at business cycle frequencies, since the model abstracts from
nominal exchange rate volatility and non-traded market goods.

Table 4 compares the measured Backus–Smith residual to the model-implied Backus–Smith residual at business cycle
frequencies along three dimensions, their correlation, their relative standard deviation, and the R-squared from a regression of
the former on a constant and the latter. All statistics are means across 45 bilateral exchange rates (10 countries). The first panel of
the table presents these statistics when no adjustment to the real exchange rate series is made, the second panel presents these
statistics when the terms of trade is used to measure the residual in the data, and the third panel presents these statistics when
subtracting the nominal exchange rate from the real exchange rate. To visualize some results, Fig. 3 shows bilateral U.S. Backus–
Smith residuals in the data (reflecting terms of trade movements) and U.S. model-implied Backus–Smith residuals.

Under the parameters estimated in Section 4, the model generates a Backus–Smith residual which is highly positively
correlated with the residual as measured in the data (correlations between 0.30 and 0.47), is 34–59 percent as volatile as the
residual in the data, and which captures 14–24 percent of the variation in the residual in the data. As Table 4 shows,
increasing s to 5 as proposed by Chari et al. (2002) significantly improves the performance of the home production model in
explaining the residual from the Backus–Smith condition. Under s¼5, the model generates a Backus–Smith residual which
displays a correlation between 0.54 and 0.64 with the residual in the data, which is 62–80 percent as volatile as the residual
in the data, and which captures 31–43 percent of the variation in the residual in the data. To summarize, home production
clearly generates a comovement between the Backus–Smith residual in the data and the residual in the model, but generates
less volatile residuals than observed in the data.

The Online Appendix presents further tests linking home production to real exchange rates based on long-term
relationships in the cross section of countries. To summarize the most important features of the data, the correlation
between the change in the measured residual Δ log BSRe

HF;t for countries H and F and the change in the model-implied
residual Δ log BSRHF;t in the cross-section of countries ranges from 0.20 to 0.38. Additionally, there is a positive and
statistically significant relationship between home production time and the measured Backus–Smith residual in the data.
6. Conclusions

Non-separabilities in preferences due to home production induce stronger substitution patterns across time and across
states, helping to reduce the discrepancy between the data and the predictions of the workhorse international business
cycle model. A key result of the analysis in this paper is that when the parameters of the home sector are estimated to
generate a labor wedge in the model that mimics its empirical analog in several moments, the international business cycle
model with home production comes closer than the standard model to matching key facts of the international data.
Specifically, the model accounts for the high correlation of output and employment across countries, the low but positive
correlation of market consumption across countries, the low but positive comovement of the labor wedge across countries,
and the negative relationship between relative market consumption and real exchange rates observed in the data. Time use
evidence suggests a significant relationship between time spent on home production, the labor wedge, and real exchange
rates adjusted for relative market consumption scaled by the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Leisure time, as opposed to
home production time, does not help explain these patterns.

Previous literature has related the low degree of international risk sharing and deviations from the efficiency condition
that the marginal product of labor be equal to the marginal rate of substitution to imperfections in asset and labor markets.
My results suggest that such imperfections are not necessary elements to explaining these features of the data. Unaccounted
for substitution of time between the market and the home sector goes a long way towards explaining these features. In fact,
within the complete asset markets model, any joint explanation of labor wedges, real exchange rates, and relative market
consumption must necessarily attribute an important role to non-separable preferences.

In theory, a model in which home production provides a substitute to market consumption is equivalent to a model
without home production but in which consumption and leisure are substitutable. For some purposes, the shortcut of using
a model with non-separable preferences between consumption and leisure may be warranted. However, my results suggest
that such non-separabilities can be difficult to detect in the data and interpret unless one explicitly differentiates between
home production time and leisure time.
Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmoneco.
2014.02.001.
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